This document was designed as a navigational tool to assist users with common CONNECTIONS functionality.


If you have additional questions, contact your Regional Implementation Staff. A listing of these staff is located on the ‘Contact Us’ page of the CONNECTIONS Intranet site.
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Assigned Workload vs. Staff To-Do List

Use the **Work** button to open your Assigned Workload. From your Assigned Workload, you can

1. View your open case list.
2. Reassign stages.
3. Complete and document work on open stages (i.e. perform demographic changes; complete FASPs and Service Plan Reviews; enter and view Progress Notes; view Case Summary, etc.).

![Workload Button]

Use the **To-Do** button if you want to open the Staff To-Do List. From the Staff To-Do list, you can:

1) View alerts related to events in cases (when FASPs are coming due, when a new worker has been added, etc.)
2) View reminders from yourself or from other CONNECTIONS users.
3) Navigate to points within the application to complete certain functions, such as reviewing and approving a FASP.
Launching and Submitting a Plan Amendment

To complete a Plan Amendment in CONNECTIONS, you must begin by accessing your assigned workload, highlighting the appropriate case and clicking on the "Tasks" button. This will bring you to the Stage Composition tab. Click on the Family Assessment and Service Plan (FASP) tab.

Click on the dropdown entitled “Launch New FASP”. A Plan Amendment is available for launch in an FSS/CWS stage outside of the launch window of any FASP (i.e. 30 days prior to the Comprehensive or 60 days prior to the Reassessment), unless the case is being closed. A Plan Amendment is available for launch at any time in a FSS/CCR, regardless of the FASP due dates. Select “Plan Amendment” and click on the “Launch” button.
Select “Plan Amendment” and Click the “Launch” button.

Click on the “+” next to the Plan Amendment.

Click on the (+) sign to reveal “Update Service Plan”.

Click on the “Plan Amendment” and Click the “Launch” button.

Click on the “+” next to the Plan Amendment.

Click on the (+) sign to reveal “Update Service Plan”.
Click on “Plan Amendment – In Process”.

Highlight the components necessary for this Plan Amendment in the left column and then transfer them to the right column. Then click on the “Save” button. If a component is added in error, highlight it in the right column and use the back arrow button to remove it.

In the FASP tree, click on one of the components you’ve added, and complete all of the required fields. Click “Save” and do the same for any other required components, including the “Update Service Plan” window.
Click on a component and complete the fields. Do the same for all sections.

When you are finished, click on the “Check FASP Detail button”. If there are no components listed, you are ready to submit the Plan Amendment. If there are any sections listed, complete them and then return to this screen. Click on the “Submit” button when it is enabled to initiate the submission process.

Click on “Check FASP Detail” button first.

If this section is blank, then you’re ready to submit.

Click on the “Submit” button.

Click “Save” on the “To-Do Detail” window to create a Plan Amendment approval task To-Do to the Case Planner’s Unit Approver and the Case Manager. If you wish to add another approver, answer ‘Yes’ to the question. Otherwise, click ‘No’.
Your Supervisor's name here

Click “Save” to finish submitting the Plan Amendment and create a task To-Do
Successful Completion of a FASP: Frequently Asked Questions

How do I launch a FASP?

A new FASP is launched via the Launch New FASP section in the lower left corner of the FASP window, accessed by highlighting the case on the Workload, clicking the “Tasks” button, and clicking on the “Family Assessment and Service Plan” tab. The Launch button enables once a FASP type has been selected. The system permits anyone with a role in the case to launch a FASP.

How do I know a FASP has been launched?

This is found in the FASP window of the FSS by highlighting the case on the Workload, clicking the “Tasks” button, and clicking on the “Family Assessment and Service Plan” tab. Find the FASP listed on the left, if it reads “In Process”, than it has been launched.

What are the FASP types?

Four types of FASPs can be generated: Initial (due 30 days from the CID or 7 days from the date of the approval of the Investigation Conclusion in a CPS case), Comprehensive (due 90 days from CID), Reassessment (first Reassessment is due 210 days from CID, all subsequent Reassessment FASPs come due 6 months after the previous one) and Plan Amendment (to record status changes outside the periodic schedule).

When can I launch a FASP?

The Initial FASP can be launched immediately upon opening the stage. The Comprehensive FASP can be launched within 30 days of its due date. The Reassessment FASP can be launched within 60 days of its due date.

How do I check the status of a FASP?

A FASP can be in one of six statuses: Not Launched, In Process, Pending, Approved, Missed, and Template Format. This is found in the FASP window of the FSS by highlighting the case on the Workload, clicking the “Tasks” button, and clicking on the “Family Assessment and Service Plan” tab. In addition, this information can be found in the Service Plan by highlighting the case on the Workload, clicking the “Tasks” button, and clicking on the “Service Plan Review” tab. The Service Plan Review tab will display a list of the status of the FASPs along with SPR information.

Not Launched: FASP has not yet been launched (started).
In Process: The FASP has been launched and is in the process of being completed. There can only be one In Process FASP at a time. If a FASP
was submitted for approval and rejected, the status will revert from ‘Pending’ to ‘In Process.’

Pending: The FASP has been submitted to the supervisor and case manager and is awaiting approval. It will remain in pending status until all of the reviewers have approved the FASP.

Approved: The submitted FASP has been approved.

Missed: The FASP was never launched, is overdue, and the more recent FASP has been launched. Once a FASP is marked as missed, it can never be launched.

Template: If a FASP is in process and overdue and the next FASP is launched, the older FASP will be marked ‘Template.’ The Template format FASP can be updated for 60 days and then it freezes. Template FASPs cannot be electronically submitted for approval and do not carry information forward to future FASPs.

**Why can’t I launch a Plan Amendment?**

Plan Amendments are completed when significant changes occur between FASP cycles. For an FSS/CWS stage, a Plan Amendment can only be launched after at least one FASP has been approved. For an FSS/CCR stage, a Plan Amendment is the first FASP to be launched.

If the next coming due FASP can be launched, generally, the status change information should be recorded within that coming due FASP or via progress notes (if approval is necessary prior to the FASP due date), rather than creating a Plan Amendment. The exception to this is the 30 day and 90 day removal updates, required after a child is removed and placed in foster care or in the direct custody of a relative or other suitable person (under FCA Article 10). Special functionality (Removal Update) allows those submissions to occur timely as required by law.

**How do I submit a FASP for approval?**

Click on the desired In-Process FASP from the FASP tree. Click on the “Check FASP Detail” button on the FASP window. If there are incomplete FASP components, click on the “Close” button and navigate to the component(s) to complete the required information. If all FASP components are complete, click on the “Submit” button, The “To-Do” window displays with the name of the appropriate approver in the “Assigned To” field. Click on the “Save” button. A question will appear asking if you’d like to add another approver. The Case Planner’s Unit Approver and the Case Manager will automatically receive a Task To-Do for approval. If you don’t want to add any other approvers, click “No.” Otherwise, click “Yes” and conduct a staff search to add the additional approver.

All the components to the FASP are completed but I still can’t submit the FASP, why?
If you’ve clicked on the ‘Check FASP Detail’ button in the FASP window and there aren’t any components listed, yet the ‘Submit’ button still isn’t enabled, then:

- The worker trying to submit the FASP may not be the Case Manager or Case Planner.
- The FASP due date may be more than 30 days from the date of attempted submission.

When I click on ‘Check FASP Detail,’ the same things keep showing up as incomplete, but I know I completed them. What should I do?

There are several areas of the FASP that users may encounter as incomplete. This section will outline the most common problems that may be the reason why the FASP is showing up as incomplete and the steps needed to address them and complete the work.

The most common components of the FASP that users will see listed as incomplete when they press the “Check FASP Detail” button will be the Analysis, Family/Child Update, Risk Assessment Profile, Service Plan, and Safety (CPS) components.

In the Analysis, Family/Child Update, and Service Plan components, the proper completion of the Case Planner Summaries appear to be the most common areas of confusion. There are six Case Planner Summaries that must be completed—four in the Analysis section, one in the Family/Child Update section, and one in the Service Plan section.
Until the Case Planner Summary has been properly completed, the *Launched* check box will not become checked by the system, and the FASP will not be ready for submission.

Upon clicking the “Case Planner Summary” button, all information entered in the previous screen will be pulled together on one screen so that the Case Planner can review, correct, update, and integrate the information into a clear, cohesive narrative. The system was built to expect there to be changes to the Summary as the Case Planner integrates various entries as necessary and will not allow the Save button to be enabled until such casework activity has occurred.
There may be occasions when the Case Planner does not see the need for any changes in the Case Planner Summary window, such as when the Case Planner is also the Case Manager and has authored the entry from the previous screen. The system will continue to look for a modification in the window in recognition that the Case Planner has addressed the content. The easiest solution to this situation is to press the **Space Bar** key on the keyboard, which will add a blank space to the Case Planner Summary and enable the “Save” button. The “Save” button may then be pressed, followed by the “Close” button.
This will cause the system to fill in the *Launched* check box, indicating that the Case Planner Summary has been completed and that section is ready for FASP submission.

Occasionally, the Child Scales in the Strengths, Needs and Risks section of the FASP will show as incomplete on the ‘Check FASP Details’ window. This is often due to the worker missing one or more of the age-specific questions. The age-specific questions are required based on the age of the child when the FASP is due, not when the FASP is in Process. So, if a child is five years old while the FASP is being worked on but s/he will be six when the FASP is due, the questions related to children ages six and over must be answered for that particular child.
Another section of the FASP that can cause the FASP to be incomplete is the **Service Plan** section. All FASPs need to have appropriate Outcome and Activity blocks developed and completed as part of service planning. In the event that the FSS is being closed, at least one Outcome and Activity Block must be entered for the case. Many workers find that the Outcome and Activity Blocks are very similar to the Service Plan section of the templates previously used to document assessment and service plans prior to the implementation of Build 18 of CONNECTIONS.

If there are no pre-existing Outcome and Activity Blocks, a new one must be created by clicking on the “New” button. This will open a window that will allow for entry of the information regarding the Outcome and Activity.
The **Safety (CPS)** component of the FASP contains a *Ready for FASP Submission* check box in the lower left area of the screen that must be manually checked once all pertinent information for this component has been entered. Also, ensure that all four tabs across the top of this component have been viewed and information entered as required.

A *Ready for FASP Submission* check box also appears in the **Risk Assessment Profile** component of the FASP. This check box requires the Case Planner to complete several activities before it becomes enabled.

The first task to be completed is to answer Question #1. The system will automatically count the number of Indicated CPS reports and pre-fill the drop down box.

If this automatic count is correct, the *Verify System Response is Accurate* box should be checked.

If this is incorrect, the correct response should be chosen from the drop down box, and the *Verify System Response is Accurate* check box will become disabled.
The second task is to answer all other risk element questions on the screen. The 'Elevated Risk' button then becomes enabled.

The Elevated Risk button must then be clicked and the elevated risk element questions contained in the box that appears must be answered.

Once all of the steps outlined above have been completed, the Ready for FASP Submission check box will become enabled, and must be manually checked in order for the Risk Assessment Profile component to be complete.
Why are the wrong people displayed in the Strengths, Needs, and Risks Scales?

The **Family Scales** display columns for each *household* within the stage and the system considers a specific address to be a household. These scales are address specific and should not be confused with the Parent/Caretaker Scales. Note that the system considers “115 Main St” and “115 Main Street” to be two separate addresses—so be sure that all household members have the exact same address in the system. The name of the Primary Caretaker displays as the title for the household in which the Primary Caretaker resides. The Secondary Caretaker’s name displays as a second household if the Secondary Caretaker lives at a different address than the Primary Caretaker. If a household exists that contains neither the Primary nor Secondary Caretaker, the name of the eldest person living at the address (within the stage) displays as the title of the scale. The Family Scales must be completed for the Primary Caretaker’s household before the FASP can be submitted for approval.

The **Child Scales** display columns for each child listed within a stage. A column appears with the first name, age and tracked child indicator (if applicable) for each child. A child is defined as an individual under 18 years of age with a relationship of ‘Child,’ ‘Step-child,’ ‘Grandchild,’ ‘Niece/Nephew,’ or ‘Ward’ within the Relationship Matrix, or an individual who is 18-21 years of age with an active Permanency Planning Goal.
The Parent/Caretaker Scales display columns for individuals identified as one of the following: Primary Caretaker, Secondary Caretaker, an individual with a relationship of ‘Mother’ or ‘Father’ in the Relationship Matrix, or older than 18 with no active PPG.

**How do I resubmit a FASP if it was rejected?**

When a FASP has been rejected, a Task To-Do will show on the submitting person's (usually the Case Planner) To-Do list with a status of ‘REJT.’ Select the appropriate Task To-Do and click on the "Detail" button. The detail window displays and the comments can be viewed. Click on the “Cancel” button. Reselect the task with the status of ‘REJT’ and then click on the “Navigate” button. The FASP window will now display. Make the required changes to the FASP and then resubmit the FASP to the approver.
Reviewing and Approving the FASP

In the To-Do screen, sort by To-Do type (to bring all Tasks to the top of the list.), highlight the Task (T) in question and click “Navigate” button.

The FASP report will appear in print preview, you may Print the FASP report by clicking the “Print” button or read it on your computer monitor. After doing so, click the “Close” button. The FASP report cannot be saved to a drive on your computer.
The “Approval Status” window will then appear with your name and the Case Planner’s unit approver. You cannot reject a FASP without a comment - the ‘Reject” button will not be enabled. If you choose to reject the FASP, type in your comments explaining why the FASP is being rejected, click the “Reject” button, and then click “Save”.

If you’ve decided to reject the FASP, the Case Planner will receive an alert telling them that the FASP has been rejected. They must make the corrections or add the necessary information, etc. as recommended and then resubmit the FASP.
you approved the FASP, a pop-up appears asking if you’d like to add another approver. Answer ‘Yes’ if you would like to send the approved FASP to your supervisor for review.

Click on the “Save” button to finalize your approval of the FASP.

Answer yes to send the FASP Approval to your supervisor.
Permanency Bill Changes with Build 18.7

What activities must be completed in CONNECTIONS when a Child has been removed?

1. You must change the Program Choice and PPG, for each child removed from the home, in CONNECTIONS. Make sure that the effective dates are correct.

2. The Removal Information Tab in the Tracked Children screen must be completed for each removed child.

3. When a child is removed from the home, a child specific assessment is required to be completed no later than 30 days from the date of the removal. At the same time, the Service Plan must be developed or updated and the Visiting Plan must be developed. To document that this requirement has been met, one of the following must occur.
   - A worker can launch and complete a Plan Amendment OR
   - A worker can record the removal information directly into a FASP if the FASP can be approved within 30 days OR
   - A worker can use the “Removal Update” button from the FASP screen to complete the prescribed sections of the FASP that meet the requirements for submission of the update. The worker must submit the updates from the Removal Update button. This process should only be used with a FASP in process that will not be approved within 30 days of the removal.

4. In addition to the initial 30-day service plan requirement, workers must complete a Comprehensive Assessment and Service Plan Review/Visiting Plan Update 90 days from the date of removal. This requirement can be met by:
   - Launching and completing a Plan Amendment OR
   - Recording the updated Service Plan/Visiting Plan information directly into a FASP if required timeframes can be met OR
   - A worker can use the “Removal Update” button from the FASP screen to complete the prescribed sections of the FASP that meet the requirements of the update. The worker must submit the updates from the Removal Update button. This process should only be used with a FASP in process that will not be approved within 90 days of the removal.
Using the Removal Information Tab

This tab is located in the Tracked Child section. To access the Removal Information tab click on the “Tracked Children” button from the FASP screen.

Then select the Removal Information Tab. The Removal Information tab will only appear if one of the children has a Program Choice of ‘Placement’ or ‘Non-LDSS Custody’.

Select the child that you need to update. Then enter the physical removal date and the type of legal event. When you have made your changes press the “Save” button.
1. Select child
2. Enter physical removal date
3. Enter legal event
4. "Save" Button
Removal Update Button

In order for the “Removal Update” button to appear you must have a FASP in process.

After you press the “Removal Update” button you will see a list of the children that have been removed in the last 90 days. Click the “Check Removal Detail” button to see which parts of the FASP still need to be completed before you can submit the removal update.
Once you have returned to the FASP and finished the sections that needed to be completed the “Submit” button will enable. **You do not have to complete the entire FASP to submit the update, only the sections under the Check Removal Detail.**

After you (as Case Planner) hit the “Submit” button click the “Save” button to submit the update to your Unit Approver and the Case Manager. If you wish to add another approver, answer ‘Yes’ to the question. Otherwise, click ‘No’.
Completing an approval for a Removal Update Report follows the same process as approving any submitted work within CONNECTIONS. An approver completes a Removal Update Report approval by accessing his/her Staff To-Do list, selecting the Approval Task To-Do and clicking on the “Navigate” button.

If an approver rejects the Removal Update Report, a rejection Alert To-Do is generated and the Removal Update Report is deleted so that a new one can be generated and submitted for approval.

If the in-process FASP used to populate a Removal Update Report is approved while the Removal Update Report is pending approval, the Approval Task To-Do’s, for the Removal Update Report, are deleted along with the Removal Update Report since the approved FASP contains the most recent removal information.

Throughout the Removal Update Report process, all sections of the in-process FASP remain modifiable so that it can be completed and submitted for approval within the required timeframe.
Discharge to Home/Relative/Other Caretaker

For the purpose of an example, “Discharge to Home/Relative/Other caretaker” through a FASP will be discussed in this section. Refer to the on-line Step-by-Step guide for guidance on other types of Discharges.

To access the discharge window, begin by selecting your assigned workload, highlight the appropriate case and click the “Tasks” button. In the Stage Composition window, click on the Family Assessment and Service Plan tab.

The type of FASP will be listed; you may have to launch a new FASP prior to starting the discharge procedures. Expand the FASP by clicking on “+”. Under this you can expand the folder “Foster Care Issues.” Under this will be the folder “Discharges.” If not, go to ‘Options->Add a component’ and choose “Foster Care Issues-Discharges.”
Foster Care
Issues and Discharges

If “Discharges” is not found, add the component

The following window will open. Select “New” for “Home/Relative/Other Caretaker”.

Select “New” adjacent to Home/Relative/Other Caretaker

The “Discharge to “Home/Relative/Other Caretaker” window will open. Select the child to be discharged and document the necessary information in the appropriate windows/fields. Click the “Save” button when you’re done. Upon saving for the first time, a question will pop up saying “You are discharging <Name> to <Discharge Type>? Continue?” If you answer “No”, your changes will be unsaved. If you answer “Yes”, you cannot back out of the discharge and you must continue all of the discharge information to meet requirements for FASP completion.
Highlight the appropriate child

Fill in the pertinent fields

Click “Save”

Complete the “Decision Support Tab” and the “Needs/Resources Tab”, clicking the “Save” button after finishing each.

To submit the discharge request, all components of the FASP need to be completed. You can check any outstanding items required for completion by clicking on the “Check FASP Detail” button. When all items under this list are completed, the FASP can be submitted for approval.
Case Manager Reassignments

To reassign the role of Case Manager for an FSS, begin by accessing your assigned workload and highlight the appropriate case. Then click on the “Assign” button at the bottom of the screen. Only the existing Case Manager and his/her Supervisor can reassign the role of Case Manager.

If the person you want to assign as the Case Manager appears on the list in front of you, skip the next three steps. Otherwise, click on the "Options" menu and select "Staff Search Criteria".
Type in the first and last name of the person whom you wish to assign as Case Manager, then click the “Search” button.

Highlight the appropriate name and click the “OK” button.

The selected person’s name will appear highlighted in the Family Services Assign window, and you can now designate them a number of roles in the case. To make them Case Manager, click on the “Case Manager” button. Note that if the person you wish to assign as Case Manager already has another role in the
case, you must first un-assign that role and save before assigning the Case Manager role.

A message will appear, telling you “This action will remove the current Case Manager from the stage. Continue?” Click on the “Yes” button.

Answer “Yes”
The new Case Manager’s name will display in the assignments window. Click the “Save” button and finalize the role reassignment. The case will be removed from your workload once it’s reassigned.
Assigning the Role of Case Planner to a Voluntary Agency

To assign the role of Case Planner to a Voluntary Agency, access your assigned workload, highlight the appropriate case, and click the “Assign” button.

Select the agency the Case Planner works for from the dropdown box titled “Agency”. Scroll down the alphabetical list until you find the appropriate agency, and click on it. You may have to repeat this process to truly highlight the appropriate agency. Then click on the “Search” button.

All contract agencies have set up FSS intake units to receive all incoming cases from their appropriate district. You may need to call the agency to find out which person on the list is the appropriate one to send the case to. Once you’ve done
so, select the proper individual at the agency to receive the FSS. Highlight their name and click on the “Case Planner” button.

Once you’ve clicked the “Save” button, the agency will be able to reassign the role of Case Planner within their agency (if desired) and also assign Caseworker roles.
Adding a Person to an FSS

To add a person to a CONNECTIONS case, start by going to your assigned workload, highlight the appropriate case, and click on the “Tasks” button. Then, in the Stage Composition window, click on the “Add/Relate” button.

Enter the first and last name of the person you wish to add to the case. If the name is common, you may also want to enter the birth date of the person you are adding to the case. Click on the “Search” button.
A list will appear with a number of names, birthdates and other information resembling the information you entered for the person you wish to add. If there is a match, highlight the matching person and click on the “Relate” button. If there is no match, click on the “New” button.

If you selected “Relate”, you may have to fill in any required information in the proper fields and then save your work. Or, all information may be complete, and it will automatically add the person to the Stage Composition. If that is the case, skip to the bottom screen shot on this page. If you selected “New”, continue by entering all of the information you have on the person in the next screen. When you’re done, click on the “Save” button.
Date of Birth
Marital Status
Address: Enter the street (apt. if needed, city, and type. Then click "Validate")
Race
Sex
Social Security Number (if known)
Case Manager Task After Voluntary Agency Worker Adds a Person to an FSS

When a worker at a Voluntary Agency adds a person to an FSS, the system generates a To-Do sent to the Case Manager that states, “A Person is added by a Voluntary Worker.” Highlight that To-Do and click on the “Navigate” button.

The “Navigate” button brings you to the Stage Composition tab of the FSS. From here, you need to determine who has been added to the stage. There are two ways to do so. One way is to look at the WMS 2970 authorization form, and figure out who is in the FSS but not found on the printout. The other way is to look at the date a person was added to the FSS and compare it to the date the To-Do was generated. To discover when someone was added to the FSS, scroll to the far right of the person list and view the date each person was added.

You now need to submit paperwork to the WMS Data Entry unit to complete the process of adding a person to a case. Write in their name, gender, social
security number and date of birth on the WMS 2970 form. You also need to enter their eligibility category and add any POS lines (if necessary). You may need to contact the Case Planner to receive the necessary information and documentation to add the person to WMS. Note: If you believe the addition of the person to the FSS was inappropriate, refer to the "End Dating an Individual from an FSS" section in this document, and follow those instructions for end dating the individual.

Once you’ve received the WMS 2970 form back from the WMS Data Entry unit with the relevant person added, you can mark the To-Do as completed and this will remove it from your To-Do list. Since it is a task (T) type To-Do, you can’t simply delete it. Go back to your To-Do list, highlight the To-Do, and click on the “Detail” Button.

Input the current date in the ‘Completed’ date section and then click “Save”. The To-Do will be removed from your To-Do list.
End Dating a Person from an FSS

To end date an individual found in an FSS, you must first go to your assigned workload, highlight the appropriate case, and click the “Tasks” button. That will bring you to the Stage Composition screen. If the person you want to end date is the applicant/payee (01) on the WMS 2970 authorization form, you'll need to speak to your WMS Data Entry worker and have them make another member of the household the applicant/payee before continuing. WMS does not permit the end dating of the applicant/payee under any circumstances.

![Stage Composition Screen]

Highlight the person you want to end date.
Click on the “Options” menu and select “End Date Stage Involvement”.

A pop-up will appear with a heading of “End Date Reason”. There will be a dropdown menu that gives you a number of different options for end dating the individual. Select the one that is most appropriate to the situation and click the “Save” button.
Changing Demographic Information in an FSS

To make a demographic change in a CONNECTIONS FSS, start by clicking on your assigned workload, highlight the case a change needs to be made in, and click on the “Tasks” button. That will bring you to the Stage Composition screen.

On the Person List, click on the specific piece of demographic information you wish to change (or add).

Click on the field that needs to be edited

Type the new information into the field you have just highlighted and click the “Save” button.
If the information you wish to change or add is the person’s Social Security Number, you need to work in the bottom left hand grid, which is called “Person Identifiers”. Begin by highlighting the person for whom you want to add a SSN.

Begin by clicking on the white box below the heading “INV”, which stands for invalid. Select the option “No”, because this identifier is not invalid.
Click on the white box directly adjacent to the “No” box, which has the heading of “Type”. In the dropdown, select “SSN” (you will have to scroll down a bit).

In the next box to the right, called “Number”, type in the nine-digit Social Security Number of the client and click the “Save” button in the bottom right corner.
Enter the 9-digit Social Security Number here.

To change the Social Security Number that has already been entered into CONNECTIONS, click on the 9-digit number in the person identifiers, delete it, and type in the correct number. Then click the “Save” button.
Changing the Primary Address and Phone Number

To change the primary address and/or phone number of a person in a Family Services Stage, begin by accessing your assigned workload, highlight the appropriate stage and click the “Tasks” button. In the Stage Composition window, click on Options, and then select “Maintain Primary Address/Phone”.

First enter the new primary phone information (if needed), remembering to enter the type. Then type in the new street address, apartment (if appropriate), city, and address type. Then click the “Validate” button. A pop-up will appear, filling in the remaining parts of the address based on a MapInfo address validation process. If the validated address is correct, click the “Accept” button and the validated address will populate. If the address is incorrect, click the “Reject” button and the information you entered will remain as is.
1) Enter the number and type

2) Fill in the Street, City, and Address Type

3) Click the “Validate” button

Click the “Accept” button if the information on the right is correct.

Highlight each person whose address and phone number has changed by clicking on the small box to the left of his or her name. To select multiple people, hold down the control button the keyboard when you click to the left of their names. Then click the “Save” button to change their primary address.
Click on the box next to the appropriate person’s name. Hold the ‘control’ button to highlight multiple people.

Then click the “Save” button.
Completing the Relationship Matrix

The Relationship Matrix can be completed in either an FSI or FSS stage. To access the Relationship Matrix in the FSI; highlight the case in your assigned workload, click on the “Tasks” button, click on the Person Demographics tab, click on “Stage Maintenance” at the top of the FSI and then select “Relationship Matrix”.

To access the Relationship Matrix within the FSS, highlight the case in your assigned workload, click on the “Tasks” button, and click on the “Relationship Matrix” button at the bottom of the screen.
In either situation, the Relationship Matrix screen will appear. When you build family relationships, select a parent from the Person One list first; this effectively establishes implied relationships. Also, complete all relationships for that person before completing the next individual on the Person One list.

After making a selection from the ‘Person One’ group, select their relationship with one or more members of the household by clicking on the dropdown between the two lists and selecting the appropriate relationship.
Next, select the person(s) with the relationship to Person One by checking the boxes next to their names on the right side of the screen and click on the “Add” button.

The relationships between person one and the people selected on the right column will then appear on the grid on the bottom half of the screen. Click the “Save” button.
Continue by filling out Person One’s relationships with the other people found in the Stage Composition. When that person’s relationships have been completely defined, the person’s name in the left column will become grayed out.

Follow the same procedure for every other member of the Case Composition. When you have finished, all names will be grey on the left side column, and a pop-up will appear reading, “All Stage Relationships are Complete.” Click on the “OK” button.
Entirely grey, this means you're done.

“All Stage Relationships are Complete”
Identifying the Caretaker in a Family Services Stage

To identify the Primary and Secondary (if necessary) Caretaker in a Family Services Stage, first click on the Assigned Workload button, highlight the appropriate case, and click the “Tasks” button. Then, in the Stage Composition screen, click the “Caretaker” button near the bottom of the screen.

A pop-up will appear with two dropdowns. Click on the Primary Caretaker dropdown and select the person who fills that description. Do the same, if appropriate, for the Secondary Caretaker. Click the “Save” button.
Associating a Caseworker to a Child

To associate a Caseworker to a specific child in a case, and make that worker responsible for that child’s components of a FASP, access your assigned workload, highlight the appropriate case, and click on the “Tasks” Button. In the Stage Composition window of the FSS, click on the “Family Assessment and Service Plan”

In the FASP window, click on the “Tracked Children” button.

Click on the “Associate Worker” tab.
Click on the “Associate Worker” tab.

Highlight the child who needs to have a specific caseworker associated with him/her, select the appropriate Caseworker, and click the “Associate” button.

Select the appropriate caseworker

Highlight the child

Click the “Associate” button

Repeat the process for other children, if necessary. Follow the same procedure to remove and associate new workers with a child, but click the “Unassociate” button instead of the “Associate” one.

Only the Case Planner or Caseworker can perform this task. A Caseworker can only associate/un-associate himself/herself to a specific child. The Case Planner can associate/un-associate himself/herself or any Caseworker to a specific child.
Changing a Program Choice and Permanency Planning Goal

To change the Program Choice and Permanency Planning Goal (PPG) for a child, access your assigned workload, highlight the appropriate case, and click on the “Tasks” button. That will bring you to the Stage Composition window. Click on the Family Assessment and Service Plan tab.

Click on the “Tracked Children” Button in the FASP Window.
Highlight the appropriate child whose Program Choice/PPG is changing, or click the “All” checkbox if changes apply to all of the children. The child’s current Program Choice/PPG will be displayed. If the old Program Choice is being ended, highlight that as well. Then select the end-date for that old Program Choice. Click on the “Modify” button.

1) Highlight the appropriate child
2) Highlight the Program Choice you need to end date.
3) Select the appropriate end date
4) Click on the “Modify” button and remove the Program Choice.

Select a new Program Choice from the list of available ones. Then select an effective date and click the “Add” button. The Effective date cannot be before the CID or before the End-Date of the last Program Choice.

Select an effective date for the new Program Choice
Click on the “Add” button.
Highlight the PPG that you’re end-dating (if you are), select an end date, and click on the “Modify” button.

Select a new Permanency-Planning Goal from the dropdown. Then select an effective date (it will default to today), and then click the “Add” button. Click the “Save” button.
Entering a Progress Note

To enter a Progress Note for one of your cases, begin by accessing your assigned workload, highlighting the appropriate case and then click on the “Tasks” button. In the Family Services Stage window, click on the Progress Notes tab.

Click on the Progress Notes tab

Click on the “New Note” Button.

Click on “New Note”
Begin by entering the date of the event being recorded. Click on the dropdown and then click on the appropriate date.

Select the appropriate date of the event

Click on the Event Date dropdown

Click on the ellipses button next to the yellow box on the top left of the screen. Select the appropriate type of note and click the “OK” button.

Select the appropriate note type.

Begin by clicking on the type.

Click “OK” Button
Continue clicking on and filling out the fields that appear in yellow, as a yellow field indicates a required field. For additional help on which fields are required in different circumstances, refer to the on-line help by hitting the “F1” key. When all of the required fields are filled in, you’re ready to begin writing the progress note narrative. Type all relevant information in the narrative field. Then either click “Save as Draft” button (it will remain as a draft for 14 days and then save as final automatically) or “Save as Final” button.

Fill in all of the required (yellow) fields.

Type in the progress note narrative here

Either save as draft or save as final

Your progress note now appears in the Progress Notes window. From here you can view and print it, or sort all case progress notes and edit those entered and still marked as “draft”.
Your options for what to do with the note are listed here

All Progress Notes for the case are here
Creating a Reminder Type To-Do

To create a To-Do to send to another worker, begin by clicking the “To-Do” button.

Click the “To-Do” button

Click on the “New” button at the bottom of the To-Do list.

Click on the “New” button to create a reminder type To-Do

Click the “Staff” button to assign the To-Do to another person. Your name is the default recipient of the To-Do.
Enter the first and last name of the person you want to assign the To-Do to. If the person does not work at your agency, you also need to enter their three-digit agency code. Then click “Search”.

Highlight the name of the person you want to assign and click the “OK” button.
Type the title of the reminder in the Short Description section, and add any additional information in the Description/Notes section of the note. Click the “Save” button.
Submitting an FSS for Closure

Only the Case Planner or the Case Manager may close an FSS. If the Case Planner initiates the stage closure, s/he submits it to his/her Unit Approver and Case Manager for approval. If the Case Manager initiates the stage closure, s/he submits it to his/her Unit Approver for approval.

It is the Case Manager’s responsibility to check WMS to make sure the case status isn’t pending or in error before beginning the closure process. To submit an FSS for closure, access your assigned workload, highlight the appropriate case, and click on the “Tasks” button. In the Family Services Stage window, click on the Case Summary Tab.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Summary</th>
<th>Case ID</th>
<th>Stage Development</th>
<th>Stage Closed</th>
<th>Reason Stage Closed</th>
<th>Stage CD</th>
<th>Stage Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case ID</td>
<td>Stage</td>
<td>Stage Development</td>
<td>Stage Closed</td>
<td>Reason Stage Closed</td>
<td>Stage CD</td>
<td>Stage Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004050412</td>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>06/07/2004</td>
<td>End of case</td>
<td>20040504</td>
<td>Initial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004050413</td>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>06/07/2004</td>
<td>End of case</td>
<td>20040504</td>
<td>Initial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004050414</td>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>06/07/2004</td>
<td>End of case</td>
<td>20040504</td>
<td>Initial</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Select a reason the stage is closing. Then click on the “Submit” button.

Then click “Submit” Button
If the stage is a CWS type FSS, you may encounter a pop-up telling you that discharge information is required by regulation. It will then ask you if you wish to complete a FASP or Plan Amendment.

If the status change information is supposed to be recorded in a Plan Amendment, and this message indicates the Plan Amendment has not been completed, then the Case Planner has not completed the Plan Amendment. If this is the circumstance, answer, “Yes” and inform the Case Planner a Plan Amendment needs to be completed and submitted for approval (or complete a Plan Amendment if you are the Case Planner).

If the status change information should be submitted as a Progress Note (when a Plan Amendment is not available—e.g. when an FSS/CWS stage is being closed and there has not yet been an approved FASP), then you should answer “No”. If you answer “No”, the text box will turn yellow. The system requires you to respond to the question. When you’ve documented the appropriate information, click the “OK” button.

You will then encounter one or two pop-up windows. If there are no other open stages in the case, your first pop-up will ask, “Closing this stage will close the case. Do you want to continue?” Answer, “Yes”. If there are other open stages in the case, you will only receive the following pop-up, to which you can answer “Yes”: “This action will close this window. Do you want to continue?”
A To-Do will appear with your Supervisor’s name in the top right. Click the “Save” button to submit the closure to your Supervisor.

Answer “Yes” to the question of whether or not you wish to add another approver, if you do not wish to add one.
Answer No to this question

After the closure is approved by your supervisor and is subsequently deleted from your workload, you can submit the WMS paperwork to WMS Data Entry worker so that they can close the case in WMS.
Approving an FSS Stage Closure

For a Supervisor to approve the closure of an FSS, click on your To-Do list and find the appropriate To-Do. It may be helpful to sort the list by To-Do type. After you’ve highlighted the appropriate To-Do, click on the “Navigate” button.

Sorting by To-Do type brings all Task type To-Dos’ to the top; it may help you find the appropriate To-Do.

If there are no other open stages in the case, you will encounter a pop-up that tells you that closing this stage will close the case, if so, click the “Yes” button. You will be brought to the Case Summary for the case that is closing. You may encounter a pop-up that tells you that the closure question has been answered. When you are done reviewing this section, click the “Close” button.

You might want to look at the Closure Question. Click the “Close” button.

Highlight the appropriate To-Do.

Then click the “Navigate” button.
The approval status screen will appear. To approve the closure of the stage, simply click on the “Approve” button, answer “No” to the question of whether or not you want to add another approver (if appropriate) and then click the “Save” button.
CONNECTIONS Help Resources:

- **Electronic Resources**
  - CONNECTIONS Intranet – contains a wide variety of information related to CONNECTIONS, including FAQs, Job Aides, Implementation Tools and important informational updates. Any user connected to the state network can access this site at [http://ocfs.state.nyenet/connect/](http://ocfs.state.nyenet/connect/).
  - CONNECTIONS Case Management Step-by-Step Guide – a comprehensive application manual located on the “Step-by-Step/Job Aides/Tips” page of the CONNECTIONS Intranet site.\(^1\)
  - On-line Help within the application -- the F1 key (located next to the Esc key at the top of your keyboard) will provide context-sensitive on-line help about the item currently in focus.

- **Staff Resources**
  - Resource Users -- Resource Users at each site can provide assistance to other users regarding CONNECTIONS use. Check with your supervisor to identify your site’s Resource Users.
  - New York State Enterprise Help Desk (EHD) -- provides technical support to all state computer users with NYS technical/connectivity issues, and CONNECTIONS application assistance and troubleshooting. EHD staff can also assist with password resets (for state staff and Voluntary Agency staff). The phone number for EHD is (800) 697-1323. You will need to have your NYS NTID ready to provide to the EHD representative.
  - CONNECTIONS Field Support Teams – The CONNECTIONS project has a team assigned to each region. Their job is to help the districts and agencies staff use the CONNECTIONS application most efficiently. Additionally, they can provide on-site support to assist specific users. A complete list of these staff is located on the “Contact Us” page of the CONNECTIONS Intranet site.

---

\(^1\) The CONNECTIONS Case Management Step-by-Step Guide was distributed in hard copy format at the beginning of the Build 18 deployment. This document is no longer printed for distribution and users should make sure they have inserted the latest updates from the Intranet version if they continue to use it. The document was also released on a CD—users should only use the most recent version of the CD.